
    
     

   
  

 
 

   

 

   
 

     
  

 
 

 
             

 
 

          
        

        

   
 

     
   

 
     

 
 

    
  

       
        

 
 

 
 

       
    
       
 

 
 

   

California State Board of Pharmacy BUSINESS, CONSUMER SERVICES AND HOUSING AGENCY 
1625 N. Market Blvd, N219, Sacramento, CA 95834 DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 
Phone: (916) 574-7900 GOVERNOR EDMUND G. BROWN JR. 
Fax: (916) 574-8618 
www.pharmacy.ca.gov 

To: Board Members 

Subject: Discussion and Consideration of Proposed Regulation to Add Title 16 California Code of 
Regulations (CCR) Section 1715.65, Related to Inventory Reconciliation Report of Controlled 
Substances 

Attachment 1 
Background: 

At the July 2016 Board Meeting, the board approved proposed text to add Section 1715.65 of 
Title 16 CCR, related to Inventory Reconciliation Reporting. The 45-day comment period began 
on September 16, 2016 and ended October 31, 2016. At the December 2016 Board Meeting, 
the board approved a modified text to address concerns expressed by stakeholders and 
initiated a 15-day comment period. 

The 15-day comment period began on December 23, 2016 and ended on January 7, 2017. The 
board received several comments during the 15-day comment period. 

The Board received several comments during the comment period. 

At this Meeting 
The board will have the opportunity to discuss the regulation, the comments received and 
determine what course of action it wishes to pursue.  Among its options: 

1. Adopt the regulation as approved at the December 2016 Board Meeting 
2. Amend the regulation to address the concerns expressed by stakeholders and notice the 

modified text for a 15-day comment period. 

The attachment contains: 

1. A copy of the noticed text as approved at the December 2016 Board Meeting. 
2. A compilation document of the comments received during the 15-day comment period 
3. The actual comments received during the 15-day comment period. 

Staff recommendations will be provided at the Board Meeting. 

January 24-25, 2017 Board Meeting 

www.pharmacy.ca.gov
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Title 16. Board of Pharmacy 
Modified Text 

Changes made to the originally proposed language are shown by strikethrough for deleted 
language and underline for added language. 

Adopt section 1715.65 in Article 2 of Division 17 of Title 16 of the California Code of Regulations to 
read as follows: 

1715.65. Inventory Reconciliation Report of Controlled Substances 

a) Every pharmacy, and every clinic licensed under sections 4180 or 4190, shall perform 
periodic inventory and inventory reconciliation functions to detect and prevent the loss of 
controlled substances. 

b) The pharmacist-in-charge of a pharmacy or consultant pharmacist for a clinic shall review all 
inventory and inventory reconciliation reports taken, and establish and maintain secure 
methods to prevent losses of controlled drugs. Written policies and procedures shall be 
developed for performing the inventory reconciliation reports required by this section. 

c) A pharmacy or clinic shall compile an Inventory Reconciliation Report of all Schedule II 
controlled substances at least every three months. This compilation shall require: 
1) A physical count, not an estimate, of all quantities of Schedule II controlled substances. 

The biennial inventory of controlled substances required by federal law may serve as 
one of the mandated inventories under this section in the year where the federal 
biennial inventory is performed, provided the biennial inventory was taken no more 
than three months from the last inventory required by this section; 

2) A review of all acquisitions and dispositions of Schedule II controlled substances since 
the last Inventory Reconciliation Report; 

3) A comparison of (1) and (2) to determine if there are any variances; and 
4) All records used to compile each Inventory Reconciliation Report shall be maintained in 

the pharmacy or clinic for at least three years in a readily retrievable form. 
d) A pharmacy or clinic shall report in writing identified L losses and possible causes, shall be 

identified in writing and reported to the board and, when appropriate, to the Drug 
Enforcement Administration within 30 days unless the cause of the loss is theft, diversion, 
or self-use in which case the report shall be made within 14 days. If the pharmacy or clinic is 
unable to identify the cause of the loss, further investigation shall be undertaken to identify 
the cause and security improvements necessary to prevent additional losses of controlled 
substances. 

e) Likely Possible causes of overages shall be identified in writing and incorporated into the 
Inventory Reconciliation Report. 

e) f) The Inventory Reconciliation Report shall be dated and signed by the individual(s) 
performing the inventory, and countersigned by the pharmacist-in-charge or professional 
director, if a clinic, and be readily retrievable in the pharmacy or clinic for three years. A 
countersignature is not required if the pharmacist-in-charge or professional director 
personally completed the inventory reconciliation report. 

Board of Pharmacy Modified Text Page 1 of 2 
16 CCR § 1715.65 December 14, 2016 



    
   

        
   

 
  

     
  

 
    

    
      

 
      
   

   
     
    

   
 

 
     

   

f) g) A new pharmacist-in-charge of a pharmacy shall complete an inventory reconciliation 
report within 30 days of becoming pharmacist-in-charge as identified in subdivision (c). 
Whenever possible an outgoing pharmacist-in-charge should complete an inventory 
reconciliation report as required in subdivision (c). 

g) h) For inpatient hospital pharmacies, a separate quarterly Inventory Reconciliation Report 
shall be required for Schedule II controlled substances stored within the pharmacy and for 
each pharmacy satellite location. 

h) i) The pharmacist-in-charge of an inpatient hospital pharmacy or of a pharmacy servicing 
onsite or offsite automated drug delivery systems shall ensure that: 
1) All controlled substances added to an automated drug delivery system are accounted 

for; 
2) Access to automated drug delivery systems is limited to authorized facility personnel; 
3) An ongoing evaluation of discrepancies or unusual access associated with controlled 

substances is performed; and 
4) Confirmed losses of controlled substances are reported to the board; and 
5) A pharmacy or clinic identifying losses of controlled drugs but unable to identify the 

cause within 30 days shall take additional steps to identify the origin of the losses and 
improve security of controlled substance access to prevent losses. 

Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4081, 4104, 
4105.5, 4119.1, and 4332, Business and Professions Code and 1261.6, Health and Safety Code. 

Board of Pharmacy Modified Text Page 2 of 2 
16 CCR § 1715.65 December 14, 2016 
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Code 
Section Commenter Comment 

1715.65(a) Kim-Anh Thi 
Dinh 

Commenter requested clarification if the regulation applies to "drug rooms" in an "acute care hospital." 

Commenter also requested clarification if C2 reconciliation reports are required quarterly for pyxis machines. 

1715.65(a) Bruce Lepley Commenter expressed concern that this section is vague. They recommend that the term reconciliation be removed 
and that "inventory functions" be defined. 

1715.65(b) Bruce Lepley 

Commenter expressed concern that it is not possible to review all reconciliations as one would need to review what is 
coming in and what is being used. They recommended that "inventory reconciliation reports taken" be removed. They 
believe that the invent of the regulation is only to take an inventory and have policies and procedures in place to 
mitigate the risk of drug losses. 

1715.65(c) Bruce Lepley 

Commenter expressed concern that that term "reconciliation" has multiple meanings, which may require the validation 
of administer medication. Commenter indicated it would not be feasible to validate administrated medication over a 
three month period. They recommended that a random audit be permitted as the pharmacy would still be aware of the 
inventory. 

1715.65(c)(2) Bruce Lepley 
Commenter expressed concern about the need to review the disposition of waste and administrations by nursing staff. 
They indicated hospitals would not have the resources necessary to meet this requirement and recommended that 
(c)(2) be removed or further clarified as to what dispositions records need to be reviewed. 

1715.65(c)(3) Mark Johnston, 
CVS 

Commenter recommends that perpetual inventory systems be specified as compliant in the regulation. 

Specifically, commenter recommends that this section be modified to read: 

A pharmacy or clinic shall maintain a perpetual inventory system or compile an Inventory Reconciliation Report of all 
Schedule II controlled substances at least every three months. This compilation The Inventory Reconciliation Report 
shall require: 



 

 
 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

Code 
Section Commenter Comment 

1715.65(c)(3) Elizabeth 
LaBouyer 

Commenter requested clarification on (c)(3). She asked if pharmacists are required to go line by line in the control log 
to verify usage and compare it with purchases. She indicated that is would requires hours each month and it would 
change the pharmacist requirements in Board licensed facilities. 

1715.65(d) Bruce Lepley 

Commenter expressed concern that the term "losses" is not clear and requested that the term be defined. Additionally, 
commenter asked which classes of drugs section (d) applied to. Additionally, commenter requested that "security 
improvements" be removed and replaced with a requirement to review current security and determine if additional 
steps are necessary as improvements may not always be necessary or able to occur. 

1715.65(e) Mark Johnston, 
CVS 

Commenter recommends that perpetual inventory systems be specified as compliant in the regulation. 

Specifically, commenter recommends that this section be modified to read: 

Possible causes of overages shall be identified in writing and incorporated into the Inventory Reconciliation Report or, if 
maintaining a perpetual inventory system, in a readily retrievable form. 

1715.65(g) Mark Johnston, 
CVS 

Commenter recommends that perpetual inventory systems be specified as compliant in the regulation. 

Specifically, commenter recommends that this section be modified to read: 

A new pharmacist-in-charge of a pharmacy shall complete an inventory reconciliation report or verify the accuracy of all 
Schedule II controlled substance on-hand quantities within a perpetual inventory system within 30 days of becoming 
pharmacist-in-charge as identified in subdivision (c). Whenever possible an outgoing pharmacist-in-charge should 
complete an inventory reconciliation report or verify the accuracy of all Schedule II controlled substance on-hand 
quantities within a perpetual inventory system as required in subdivision (c). 

1715.65(g) Lin Hokana Commenter recommended that "or interim pharmacist-in-charge" added to this section to require that interim PIC to 
complete an inventory as well. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Code 
Section Commenter Comment 

1715.65(h) John Teague 

Commenter indicated that the standard of practice in a hospital is to conduct an annual controlled substance inventory 
and a perpetual inventory with a monthly physical count. He indicated that reviewing the acquisitions and dispositions 
for 20 automated dispensing machines would divert clinical resources and impede patient care. Commenter 
recommends that section (h) be removed from the regulation and on require the inventory as noted in section (c). 

1715.65(h) Bruce Lepley Commenter expressed concern that this section is vague. They recommend that the term "reconciliation" be defined to 
eliminate confusion. Additionally, commenter requested that an example be provided in the regulation. 

1715.65(h) Gregory Tertes 
Commenter expressed concern that ambulatory surgery centers are not required to be licensed by the Board and 
tracking the medication for each procedure would include the tracking on thousands of transactions. Commenter 
expressed concern that the regulation, as written, will be a deterrent for centers to become licensed with the Board. 

1715.65(i)(1) Bruce Lepley Commenter expressed concern that they are unsure which schedule of drugs this section applies to. Additionally, 
commenter expressed concern about what this section is requiring and asked for examples to be provided. 

1715.65(i)(4) 

** Incorrectly 
Identified as 
(h)(4) 

Bruce Lepley Commenter expressed concern that the term "losses" is not clear and requested that the term be defined. Additionally, 
commenter asked which classes of drugs this section applies to. 

Overall Mark Johnston, 
CVS 

Commenter recommends that perpetual inventory systems be specified as compliant in the regulation. 

Specifically, commenter recommends that a definition of perpetual inventory system be added and read as follows: 

For the purposes of this section a “perpetual inventory system” means program whereby at least every three months 
every schedule II controlled substance in stock is physically counted and the remaining quantity is verified against a 
running total of the difference of all acquisitions and dispositions. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Code 
Section Commenter Comment 

Overall Ellis 

Commenter stated that conducting a quarterly inventory is a hassle and will require him to work on Sunday's. He stated 
that there are two many regulations that make owning a pharmacy stressful. 

Commenter provided information on the regulation regarding controlled substance refills and asked for clarification as 
to why refills are limited to 120 days. 

Overall Brian Rucker 

Commenter indicated that requiring a quarterly inventory without a complete accountability audit will not prevent 
diversion and will not provide sufficient information to detect thefts. Additionally, only requiring the inventory of schedule 
II will allow the theft of schedule III-V to go undected. 

Commenter also indicated that quarterly inventories will be an undue burden on pharmacists and it is likely that the 
audits will be filed and not reviewed. 

He recommends that inventories be done twice a year and be a complete audit of all schedule II-V. 

Overall Noelle Smith Commenter requested an exemption for Automated Dispensing Cabinets. She indicated that these have just in time 
inventory and a quarterly physical count should not be required. 

Overall Therese Helser Commenter agreed with the comments submitted by Noelle Smith. She indicated that counting controlled substances 
quarterly would be cumbersome and they already have a perpetual inventory in place. 
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